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The US Election and What It Means For Australia

Written by:
Lily Walker, Year 10

“Politics may finally return to the boring drawl that they formally were”.
new
democratic
leader, Australia will
follow in Biden’s
path and form a
‘green’ new deal of
our own; no longer
ignoring the facts
of global warming.
In a less political
manner, this Biden
win means less
stress for Australia.
We will no longer
have to wake up to

news of the constant
irrational actions of
Trump and wonder
whether or not we
will have to become
allies with the US in
a World War they
might start. Politics
may finally return
to the boring drawl
that they formally
were, no matter
if you are living in
Australia or America.

(Jon Tyson)

T

he
American
presidential
election
was
something of a
different kind in 2020.
With a pandemic
and the overall
craziness of this
year, the final winner
is the soon to be
President Joe Biden.
Now that Trump will
(hopefully) pass over

the presidency to
Biden on January
20th, the question
to ask is will this
new administration
mean new things
for
Australia?
The answer is no,
not really. It has
been speculated
that if Trump was
to be elected for

a second term,
our Prime Minister
Scott
Morrison
would begin to
take
Trump’s
stance on certain
issues
including
continuing to deny
climate change and
delay action on it.
Luckily, Biden has

definitely come out
on top this time.
After 4 anxiety-filled
days of watching
and waiting, he
secured a historical
amount of votes
of 78 million; the
most votes since
President Obama
in his reelection
campaign in 2012.
Hopefully, with a
(Charles Deluvio)
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Esteemed Bookworms

C

ongratulations to
Soleil Premkumar
and Luka Katinchich
for completing
the Premier’s Reading
Challenge!
The iconic pair
read over 15
books this year and
received prizes
and certificates for
their assiduity in the
library.

Soleil Premkumar, Year 7

Luka Katinichich, Year 8

Undisconnected

T

he Whole School
Production
unable
to go ahead, a little
storytelling website is now
up and running over at
undisconnected.org.
A
talented group of students
have been working really
hard on this and having
a jolly good time doing
so. Check it out and
keep an eye out for new
stories and instalments!

Student Film
Jan is happy to pencil in a gardening appointment anytime.

Directed by Zisis Zikos, Year 11
Watch: https://youtu.be/V2QXbD350yc

Un mélange de la musique
Music recommended to you by an array of Seahorse team members.

1. Automatic - Mildlife [link ]
2. Sun Goddess - Earth, Wind & Fire; Ramsey Lewis [ link ]
3. Pompeii - Bastille [ link ]
4. So Fly - Elle Varner [ link ]
5. Mr. Alphabet Says - The Glove [ link ]
6. No Viniste - Natalie Lafourcade [ link ]
7. Short People - Randy Newman [ link ]
8. The Good In Me - Jon Bellion [ link ]
9. Cherry Blossom Girl - Air [ link ]
10. Ventura Highway - America, George Martin [ link ]

Google Classroom code:
3waxfvb
4
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When Michael Met Mina

Growing Up African In Australia

A recommendation by Soleil Premkumar, Year 7

A review by Soleil Premkumar, Year 7

G

rowing Up African
In Australia is
a compilation of
personal experiences
from
various
individuals who have
grown up in Australia
and have come from
African countries. The
book focuses on topics
of racism, privilege,
activism,
mixed
identity and solidarity.
The stories are told by
their protagonists. The

personal ways they are
written create feelings
of enjoyment, realisation
and mourning. There is
a unique style to each
piece, even so they all
flow fleetingly. Readers
feel they are becoming to
know the author rather
than an imitation of
what an interviewer has
crafted.
The stories are eye
openers for everyone.
Whether
you
have

experienced
similar
things and find you’re
not alone. Whether
you’ve witnessed or
been a victim to a small
amount.
Whether
you have created that
experience or whether
you had no idea of the
troubles faced by such
marginalised groups.
I
warn
readers
that
stories
vary
from light hearted
childhood
memoirs
to
extreme
adult
themed experiences.
Understand before you
start reading that there
are very real things
and very real emotions
within these pages.
Take your time with
this book. Really savour
this new knowledge.
Understand that though
emotions
can
be
extreme we can’t shut
them out by putting
the book down. It is our
responsibility to make
space for these people
who have opened up
to us, by being part
of a more welcoming
community.
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S

ydney, 2019. Our
story starts with
a
refugee
protest.
Michael’s eyes set on
Mina and he is surprised
by her beauty. Mina has
no clue, she has bigger
issues to deal with.
Yes, this is a teen love
story. The twist? They’re
standing on opposite
sides of the march. Mina
is a boat person whilst
Michael’s dad is the
president of a political
party to keep refugees
out of the country.
When the two are landed
in the same class opinions
start to clash over the
debate of the refugee
crisis and Australia’s
involvement. His whole
life Michael has trusted
his parent’s views and
blindly followed. Mina’s
been at the front line
of it all and is disgusted
by the attitudes of the
privileged Australians
around
her.
Two
different world’s, two
different backgrounds,
two different people, the
perfect reasons for why
they’ll change each other.
Randa
weaves

Abdel-Fatah
you through

a lyrical but easy
read of politics and
growing up. No matter
where you sit in the
debate, you’ll learn
and understand the
different perspectives
and the motivations
of the people behind
them.
Abdel-Fatah
expertly presents a
somewhat
neutral
stand on the topic,
allowing each view to
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be equally heard. Even
so, the author guides
you toward the need
to help refugees. Take
a journey with Mina
and Michael as you
hear from both of their
stories, the struggles
of finding your own
identity within a world
of mixed opinions
and the inner debate
of disagreeing with
the ones you love.

SRC Competition Results
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Congratulations to everyone who
participated in the Virtual Film and
Talent ‘‘Nights’’!

Jack M and Bronzen T-B - Magicman

Oliver Kinsella - CHOOKAS!!

Cameron Gebert - A HARD PLACE
8

Watch Talent Night - HERE
Watch Film Night - HERE
Talent Night
1st: Nina and Imogen Smith with
their circus performance
2nd: Stanley Ka performing Mariage
d’Amour by Paul de Senneville on
piano.
3rd: Sam Higgins singing Into The
Unknown.
Film Night
1st: Coco Reidy, Archie Rugers, Tom
Marshall - Coffee Break
2nd: Stella Harvey,
Sam Gulliver, Theo Huynh - The
Charade
3rd: Yin (Shelley) Zhi - This Is Me

Ava Gibson - Talent Night

Yin Zhi - This Is Me

Tom Marshall, Coco Reidy, Archie Rugers - Coffee Break
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Way To Gogh!

Will Bruce-Jones, Year 11

Lydia Biegler, Year 9

Zeta Hamilton-Durkin, Year 11
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Cassie Ward, Year 10

Sofiia Konstaninidis, Year 7

Cassie Ward, Year 10

Ana Ramljak, Year 10
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Veronika Decides To Die
A review by Ana Ramljak, Year 10

Student Music

V

eronika Decides To Die
is a 1998 novel written
by Paulo Coelho. The novel
portrays the story of a
young girl named Veronika
living in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Veronika seems to have her
life together; nothing bad
really happens to her. She is
beautiful, she has had many
boyfriends, she has had a
good job and she has lived
a fairly happy and ordinary
life. However, she decides
that her life is too ordinary
and not exciting enough;
she decides to die.
The start of the book
explores the process of her
suicide. Veronika chooses
to die in a ‘romantic’ way;
leaving her body untouched,
deciding that sleeping pills
were the best option. After
finishing four packets of
sleeping pills she waits to
die by her window. While
sitting there a man walking
past sees her and smiles.
She returns a smile thinking
he will be the last person
who sees her and the last
person she sees… But she
is wrong. Veronika wakes
up in a mental institute
where she is told she has
a week left to live, due to
the damage she did to her
heart when she attempted
suicide. Over the coming

Congratulations to Year 11
student James Clothier for his
releases early 2020.
Congratuations too to Year 11
student Will Bruce-Jones for his
equally groovy album cover.
Listen or buy:
https://jamesclothier.
bandcamp.com/releases

week, Veronika learns
that “an awareness of
death encourages us
to live more intensely”.
She rediscovers herself
both sexually and
emotionally; she falls
in love and begins to
have a keenness to live
again.
Coelho’s novel is a
t h o u g ht- p rovo k i n g
and intriguing book.
The novel made me
realise that so many of
us are careless and take
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our lives for granted.
There is always so
much negativity in our
lives that we don’t
realise or appreciate
all of the positives that
we experience as well.
If only more people
were optimistic, we
could help others lead
fuller and happier
lives. The book has
some sections that
may be disturbing
for younger readers.
This novel is definitely
aimed towards more
mature and sensible
readers.

Will Bruce-Jones, Year 11

‘Wilde’ About Vocab
Brought to you by Zeta Hamilton-Durkin, Year 11

persiflage - n. light frivolous conversation; friendly teasing.
fugacacious - adj. 1. passing quickly away, transitory; fleeting. 2. Botany. Lasting only a
short time: fugacious petals. From Latin fugax inclined to flee, swift, from fugere to flee (think
‘fugative’).
pestilent - adj. 1. annoying; irritating; 2. highly destructive morally or physically; pernicious
3. likely to cause an epidemic of disease.
intenerate - vb. Rare to soften or make tender.
assiduous - adj. hardworking, persevering; showing meticulous care.
histrionic - or histrionical adj. 1. excessively dramatic, insincere or artificial 2. melodramatic
displays of temperament.
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Stanley Ka - Talent Night

Max McDonnell - Talent Night

Emiliano Trelani - Talent Night

Nina and Imogen Smith - Talent Night

Lenie Chin - Like Mother Like Daughter

Sam Gulliver, Stella Harvey, Theo Huynh - The Charade
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Zeta Hamilton-Durkin - Talent Night

Sam Higgins - Talent Night
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Team

Amelia Mcquoid
Marco Galea
Ana Ramljak
Ruby Thomas
Asha Dwyer
Ruth Baxter
Benjamin Fitzsimmons
Sam Higgins
Chloe Selwood
Sayler Delves
Christien Mcintosh Sofiia Konstaninidis
Ciara Orr
Soleil Premkumar
Evie Thomas
Sophie Woods
Hannah Lowndes
Stella Harvey
Imma Giacco
Stella Ryan
Jolie Humphrey
Theo Huynh
Kalani Giddey
Timna Shushan
Lexi Elisha
Will Bruce-Jones
Lily Walker
Zeta Hamilton-Durkin
Lucia Stephens
Zisis Zikos
Lydia Biegler
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